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THIS IS XXIO



Few pursuits last a lifetime. Golf is unquestionably one 
of them. It is a journey toward perfection filled with 
milestones yet without a finish line.

But the privilege to enjoy this lifelong chase is reserved 
for those golfers who play for a lifetime. And if you aren’t 
on the course in the latter stage of life you won’t have 
the opportunity to realise your best golf.

Escape that reality. Grant yourself the freedom to play 
forever this game that never stops. Choose XXIO.

Remarkably lightweight designs, 
revolutionary swing technologies and 
unmatched attention to your needs. 

These pillars make XXIO the undisputed world-leader of 
moderate swing speed golf equipment.

Skill comes from decades of experience—experience that 
you have. So use it. Play clubs designed exclusively for your 
game and revel in the best golf of your lifetime.

This is XXIO. Experience the difference.



BROADER SCOPE



XXIO serves the moderate swing speed golfer. While others 
dedicate their best resources to professional players, 
we stand apart, engineering remarkable achievements 
exclusively for those without fast swings.

This is not changing—we remain committed as ever to 
the moderate speed player. That is no longer our singular 
purpose however. 

With a new X line of products tuned to 
faster players with stronger swings, we 
welcome even more golfers to experience 
the XXIO difference.

There has never been a better time to join us. With more 
presence, more selection and more distinction than 
ever in our history, XXIO is your gateway to a lifetime of 
enjoyable golf.



UNLIKE ANYTHING



XXIO is markedly different from any equipment you own 
or have owned. The clubs are inexplicably light and 
effortlessly fast.

Weight is by far our most distinguishing feature. 
Switching from heavy, tour-developed equipment to 
our lightweight designs delivers instant speed and the 
difference is not subtle: XXIO drivers are 30 to 60 grams 
lighter than typical ones.

We are also pioneers of high balance point golf clubs, 
reducing the forces enacted on a golfer throughout 
their swing. 

It is our unique combination of 
high balance point technology and 
lightweight design that provides a 
genuinely effortless swing feel and the 
uncanny sensation of golf clubs that 
swing themselves.



PLAY MORE



Easier is more than a philosophy: clubs that increase 
speed without increasing effort reduce the strain you 
experience during a round, keeping you stronger through 
18 and less fatigued on the 19th. 

Easier play means more play, more 
energy post-round and far less strain 
on your body.

XXIO empowers you to achieve more on the course without 
the fear of over taxing yourself. We exist not only to help 
you play better but to play more, to feel energized and to 
live well.
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INTRODUCING WEIGHT PLUS
A More Consistent, More Powerful Swing

XXIO has always promised an easier, faster swing through our pursuit 

of high balance point golf clubs. This principle reduces the effort 

required to swing your clubs, making you faster and more accurate, 

instantly.

Weight Plus is a breakthrough achievement that pushes our high 

balance point clubs into the next level. Innovative and uniquely 

effective, it’s a surefire method for improving your golf game without 

requiring any conscious swing changes on your part.

How it Works
Weight Plus uses up to 13g of brass and rubber weights placed in the 

butt end of every XXIO shaft. That mass behind your hands operates on 

the principle of a lever, assisting in your takeaway and reducing the 

effort required to swing each club.

Clubs with Weight Plus:

º Are incredibly easy to swing

º Feel lighter than they are

º Automatically groove your swing for more consistency

º Help you find the ideal power position at the top of your backswing
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weight plus technology





XXIO ELEVEN
Fast, Forgiving and Easy to Swing

If you swing at or below 90mph, added ball speed can 
transform how you play golf. With a wholly redesigned 
cup face structure and a profoundly lightweight shaft, 
XXIO Eleven does this in spades.

A remarkable sole design is how we’ve added forgiveness, 
improving MOI and raising your launch angle for 
maximum distance.

XXIO Eleven also uses our Weight Plus system to actively 
modify your golf swing for noticeably improved 
consistency, ball striking, speed and control.
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XXIO Eleven’s Driver uses a Star 

Frame rib structure to support 

a sole thickness of just .45mm, 

redistributing weight for 

improved launch and added 

forgiveness. Combined with a 

powerful yet normalised Cup 

Face that’s fastest on centre 

strikes and miss-hits alike, you’ll 

enjoy incredible distance and 

straighter shots off every tee.

A uniquely shaped weight pad 

in the XXIO Eleven Woods and 

Hybrids resembles a cannon. The 

weight is there to provide the 

ideal launch characteristics for 

moderate swing speed golfers. 

But its distinctive cannon 

shape allows for up to 4mm 

of additional Cup Face along 

the sole and an extra 7mm of 

extremely thin sole area.

With zero compromise to 

launch angle or forgiveness, the 

Cannon Sole provides more speed 

and more distance especially for 

shots hit low on the face.

fairway wood

hybrid

STAR FRAME & CUP FACE
Driver Forgiveness and Speed

CANNON SOLE & CUP FACE
Faster Fairways and Hybrids
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A hot forged titanium faceplate, integrated 

tungsten sole weight and complex 4-piece 

construction make XXIO Eleven our most 

ambitious iron project to date. But we didn’t 

stop there: our new Double Undercut Cavity 

is a revolution in cavity back iron design.

Two slots cut into the iron body just 

behind the face dramatically increase 

flexibility while maintaining strength. It’s 

a remarkably fast yet resilient design for 

explosive ball speed that boosts distance on 

every iron shot.

XXIO Eleven features our 

most extreme Weight 

Plus system with our 

heaviest grip weights in 

each club. It provides 

the most powerful 

swing-improvement 

characteristics, 

drastically enhancing 

your top-of-swing 

consistency and 

downswing power.

MULTI-MATERIAL & DOUBLE UNDERCUT CAVITY
Iron Forgiveness and Speed

WEIGHT PLUS
A Better Swing
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XXIO Eleven is a premium set of woods and irons that helps moderate swing speed golfers hit 

longer, straighter golf shots. Its breakthrough technologies specifically benefit the golfer 

who swings 90mph or less, improving speed, accuracy and consistency for your easiest golf yet.

KEY TECHNOLOGY

Weight Plus
Brass and rubber weights in the butt-
end of each club raise balance points to 
unprecedented heights. The effect is a 
smooth and easy swing that also helps you 
consistently find the ideal top-of-swing 
position for more power.

Star Frame
XXIO Eleven’s Driver uses a Star Frame rib 
structure to support a sole thickness 
of just .45mm, redistributing weight for 
improved launch and forgiveness.
Cup Face

The Driver, Woods and Hybrids feature 
a powerful yet normalised Cup Face that 
is fastest on centre strikes and miss-hits 
alike.

Cannon Sole
A uniquely shaped weight pad in the XXIO 
Eleven Woods and Hybrids creates space 
for a larger Cup Face which in turn boosts 
speed and distance.

Double Undercut Cavity
Two slots cut into the iron body 
just behind the face dramatically 
increase flexibility for explosive 
ball speed and distance.
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XXIO ELEVEN DRIVER

XXIO ELEVEN FAIRWAY WOODS

XXIO ELEVEN HYBRIDS

XXIO ELEVEN IRONS

model 9.5º 10.5º 11.5º

lie angle 59º

head volume (cc) 460
club length (in) 45.75
swing weight D3(S)  D2(R)
club weight (g) 280
hand rh/lh rh/lh rh/lh
shaft XXIO MP1100

model #3 #4 #5 #7 #9
loft 15º 16.5º 18º 20º 23º

lie angle 58º 58.5º 59º 59.5º 60º

shaft MP1100 FW
club length (in) 43.25 42.75 42.25 41.75 41.25
swing weight D3(S)  D2(R)
club weight (g) 282 286 289 293 297
hand rh/lh rh rh/lh rh/lh RH
shaft XXIO MP1100

model #3 #4 #5 #6
loft 18º 20º 23º 26º

lie angle 59.5º 60º 60.5º 61º

club length (in) 40.75 40.25 39.75 39.25
swing weight D1(S)  D0(R)
club weight (g) 316 320 325 329
hand rh/lh rh/lh rh/lh rh/lh
shaft XXIO MP1100

model #5 #6 #7 #8 #9 pw aw sw
loft 22º 25º 28º 32º 37º 42º 48º 56º

lie angle 61.5º 62º 62.5º 63º 63º 63.5º 63.5º 63.5º 
club length (in) 38.25º 37.75º 37.25º 36.75º 36.25º 35.75º 35.75º 35.75º

swing weight
s C9 C9 C9 C9 C9 C9 D0 D0
r C8 C8 C8 C8 C8 C8 C9 C9

hand rh/lh rh/lh rh/lh rh/lh rh/lh rh/lh rh/lh rh/lh

shaft XXIO MP1100 IRON

Shaft Spec Flex
Length 
before 

cutting 
(inch)

Weight (g)
Torque Balance  

point Tip (mm) IFCbefore 
cutting

W#1 when 
installed

MP1100 W#1

S 46 44 42 6,4 MBP 9,00 4333
SR 46 42 40 6,4 MBP 9,00 4223
R 46 40 37 6,5 MBP 9,00 3222

R2 46 40 37 6,6 MBP 9,00 3212

Shaft Spec Flex
Length 
before 

cutting 
(inch)

Weight (g)
Torque Balance  

point Tip (mm) IFCbefore 
cutting

W#5 when 
installed

MP1100 FW

S 43,5 44 42 6 MBP 9 4333
SR 43,5 42 40 6,1 MBP 9 4223
R 43,5 40 38 6,2 MBP 9 3222

R2 43,5 40 38 6,3 MBP 9 3221

Shaft Spec Flex
Length 
before 

cutting 
(inch)

Weight (g)
Torque Balance  

point Tip (mm) IFCbefore 
cutting

HB#5 when 
installed

MP1100 HB

S 42 51 47 4,1 MBP 9,40 4333
SR 42 49 45 4,2 MBP 9,40 4323
R 42 47 43 4,3 MBP 9,40 3223

R2 42 46 42 4,4 MBP 9,40 3222

Shaft Spec Flex
Length 
before 

cutting 
(inch)

Weight (g)
Torque Balance  

point Tip (mm) IFCbefore 
cutting

I#6 when 
installed

MP1100 
IRON

S 38,75 55 51 3,7 MBP 10,00 4334
SR 38,75 54 50 3,8 MBP 10,00 4333
R 38,75 52 48 3,9 MBP 10,00 3233

R2 38,75 51 46 4,0 MBP 10,00 3223

N.S. 
PRO860GH 
D.S.T. For 

XXIO

S 90 88 3 MBP

R 86 84 3,1 MBP





XXIO ELEVEN LADIES
Thoughtfully Crafted Women’s Equipment

A woman’s golf swing deserves its own suite of customised 
and well-engineered technologies. To that end, the new 
XXIO Eleven Ladies Woods and Irons are a masterpiece of 
women’s specific golf equipment.

Designed for the intricacies of a woman’s swing and her 
specific needs on the course, our latest women’s offering is 
faster and more powerful than ever before.
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XXIO Eleven’s Ladies Driver uses 

a Star Frame rib structure to 

support a sole thickness of just 

.45mm, redistributing weight 

for improved launch and added 

forgiveness. Combined with 

unique shaping that’s crafted 

specifically for a woman’s 

swing, you’ll enjoy incredible 

confidence and distance off the 

tee.

A uniquely shaped weight pad in 

the XXIO Eleven Ladies Woods 

and Hybrids resembles a cannon. 

The weight is there to provide 

the ideal launch characteristics 

for female golfers but its 

distinctive cannon shape allows 

for a thinner sole just behind 

the face.

The result is more speed than 

we’ve ever achieved with zero 

compromise to launch or 

forgiveness.

fairway wood

hybrid

STAR FRAME
Driver Forgiveness and Speed

CANNON SOLE & FACE PLATE
Faster Fairways and Hybrids
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A hot forged titanium faceplate, integrated 

tungsten sole weight and complex 4-piece 

construction make XXIO Eleven Ladies our 

most ambitious iron project to date but we 

didn’t stop there: our new Double Undercut 

Cavity is a revolution in cavity back iron 

design.

Two slots cut into the iron body just behind 

the face dramatically increase flexibility while 

maintaining strength. It’s a remarkably fast 

yet resilient design for explosive ball speed 

that boosts distance on every iron shot.

XXIO Eleven Ladies 

features a Weight Plus 

system tuned precisely 

to the needs of female 

golfers. It provides just 

the right adjustments 

for the speed and shape 

of a woman’s golf 

swing, drastically 

enhancing your top-of-

swing consistency and 

downswing power.

MULTI-MATERIAL & DOUBLE UNDERCUT CAVITY
Iron Forgiveness and Speed

WEIGHT PLUS
A Better Swing
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XXIO Eleven Ladies is a premium set of woods and irons that helps female golfers hit longer, 

straighter golf shots. Its breakthrough technologies specifically benefit a woman’s swing, 

improving speed, accuracy and consistency for your easiest golf yet.

KEY TECHNOLOGY

Weight Plus
Brass or rubber weights in the butt-end 
of each club raise balance points to 
unprecedented heights. The effect is a 
smooth and easy swing that also helps you 
consistently find the ideal top-of-swing 
position for more power.

Star Frame
XXIO Eleven Ladies Driver uses a Star Frame 
rib structure to support a sole thickness 
of just .45mm, redistributing weight for 
improved launch and forgiveness.
Cannon Sole

A uniquely shaped weight pad in the XXIO 
Eleven Ladies Woods and Hybrids allows 
for a thinner sole just behind the face 
which in turn boosts speed and distance.

Double Undercut Cavity
Two slots cut into the iron body 
just behind the face dramatically 
increase flexibility for explosive 
ball speed and distance.

Colour Options
XXIO Eleven Ladies is available in 
stunning Blue or rich Bordeaux colour 
schemes.
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XXIO LADIES DRIVER

XXIO LADIES FAIRWAY WOODS

XXIO LADIES IRONS

model #4 #5 #6 #7
loft 22º 25º 28º 31º

lie angle 60º 60.5º 61º 61.5º

club length (in) 293 297 302 307
swing weight B8
club weight (g) 330 334 339 343
hand rh rh rh rh
shaft MP1100L

model 11.5º 12.5º 13.5º

lie angle 58º

club length (in) 43.5
swing weight C2 C0
club weight (g) 259
hand rh
shaft XXIO MP1100 L

model #3 #4 #5 #7 #9
loft 16º 18º 20º 23º 26º

lie angle 58º 58.5º 59º 59.5º 60º

club length (in) 42 41.5 41.0 40.5 40
swing weight C0
club weight (g) 267 271 275 279 284
hand rh rh rh rh rh
shaft XXIO MP1100L

model #5 #6 #7 #8 #9 pw aw sw
loft 24º 27º 30º 34º 39º 44º 50º 56º

lie angle 61.5º 62º 62.5º 63º 63º 63.5º 63.5º 63.5º 
club length (in) 37 36.5 36 35 35 34.5 34.5 34.5
swing weight B7 B7 B7 B7 B7 B7 B8 B8
hand rh rh rh rh rh rh rh rh
shaft XXIO MP1100L

XXIO LADIES HYBRIDS

Shaft Spec Flex
Length 
before 

cutting 
(inch)

Weight (g)
Torque Balance  

point Tip (mm) IFCbefore 
cutting

W#1 when 
installed

MP1100L 
W#1

R 45 41 38 7,0 MBP 9,00 -
L 45 38 35 7,2 MBP 9,00 -

Shaft Spec Flex
Length 
before 

cutting 
(inch)

Weight (g)
Torque Balance  

point Tip (mm) IFCbefore 
cutting

W#5 when 
installed

MP1100L FW
R 43 41 38 6,7 MBP 9 -
L 43 39 35 6,9 MBP 9 -

Shaft Spec Flex
Length 
before 

cutting 
(inch)

Weight (g)
Torque Balance  

point Tip (mm) IFCbefore 
cutting

HB#5 when 
installed

MP1100L HB
R 40 40 38 5,3 MBP 9,40 -
L 40 38 34 5,5 MBP 9,40 -

Shaft Spec Flex
Length 
before 

cutting 
(inch)

Weight (g)
Torque Balance  

point Tip (mm) IFCbefore 
cutting

I#7 when 
installed

MP1100L 
IRON

R 37 41 39 4,8 MBP 9,40 -
L 37 39 36 5,0 MBP 9,40 -





XXIO X-éks
The XXIO Experience for Stronger Players

With our completely new XXIO X Woods and Irons, golfers 
who swing above 90mph finally have the privilege to 
experience XXIO. This new line features a striking black 
and orange colours scheme along with stiffer shafts 
designed for stronger players.

Added power and extreme forgiveness are still paramount 
design features in X and each club makes use of Weight Plus 
to improve the consistency of your swing.

With XXIO X-éks, we have expanded into a new segment of 
faster, stronger players but we are still providing the same 
unmatched quality and incredible ease of use that XXIO 
golfers have enjoyed for decades.
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In the XXIO X-éks Driver, we 

constructed a large portion 

of the sole using carbon fibre 

which is strong but much 

lighter than titanium which 

repositioned mass to the back 

of the head for higher drives 

with maximum forgiveness. 

Combined with a thin, fast Cup 

Face, specifically engineered to 

withstand faster head speeds, 

XXIO X-éks promises remarkably 

faster ball speeds and incredible 

distance performance.

A uniquely shaped weight pad 

in the XXIO X-éks Woods and 

Hybrids resembles a cannon. The 

weight is there to provide the 

ideal launch characteristics 

for carry distance and roll 

out but its distinctive cannon 

shape allows for up to 4mm 

of additional Cup Face along 

the sole and an extra 7mm of 

extremely thin sole area.

With zero compromise to 

launch angle or forgiveness, the 

Cannon Sole provides more speed 

and more distance, especially for 

shots hit low on the face.

fairway wood

hybrid

CARBON SOLE & CUP FACE
Driver Forgiveness and Speed

CANNON SOLE & CUP FACE
Faster Fairways and Hybrids
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XXIO X-éks Irons are forged for incredibly 

soft yet responsive feel on every shot. To 

boost your speed and distance, we milled 

a Speed Groove on the backside of the 

faceplate. This channel around the perimeter 

flexes at impact, rebounding added energy 

back into the ball for incredible distance.

Because X players tend to swing down on 

the ball with a steeper attack angle, the 

irons also feature our V-Shaped sole, which 

improves turf interaction while still 

offering plenty of control.

XXIO X-éks uses Weight 

Plus to bring the centre 

of gravity of the entire 

golf club closer to your 

body. The clubs feel lighter 

than any others and are 

effortless to swing, even 

at higher speeds. The effect 

improves your consistency 

so you hit the sweet spot 

more often and send the 

ball flying straight at 

your target.

SPEED GROOVE & V-SHAPED SOLE
Iron Forgiveness and Speed

WEIGHT PLUS
A Better Swing
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XXIO X-éks is a premium set of woods and irons that helps high swing speed golfers hit longer, 

straighter golf shots. Its breakthrough technologies specifically benefit the golfer who 

swings 90mph or more, improving speed, accuracy and consistency for your easiest golf yet.

KEY TECHNOLOGY

Weight Plus
Brass and rubber weights in the butt-
end of each club raise balance points to 
unprecedented heights. The effect is a 
smooth and easy swing that also helps you 
consistently find the ideal top-of-swing 
position for more power.

Carbon Fibre Sole
XXIO X-éks Driver uses a lightweight 
Carbon Fibre Sole to redistribute weight 
for improved launch and forgiveness.

Cup Face 
The Driver, Woods, and Hybrids feature 
a powerful yet normalised Cup Face that 
is fastest on centre strikes and miss-hits 
alike.

Cannon Sole
A uniquely shaped weight pad in the XXIO 
Eleven Woods and Hybrids creates space 
for a larger Cup Face which in turn boosts 
speed and distance.

Speed Groove
XXIO X-éks Irons have a milled Speed Groove 
on the backside of their faceplate. This 
channel around the perimeter flexes at 
impact, rebounding added energy back into 
the ball for incredible distance.
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XXIO X-ÉKS DRIVER

XXIO X-ÉKS FAIRWAY WOODS

XXIO X-ÉKS IRONS

model 9.5º 10.5º

lie angle 59º

head volume (cc) 460
club length (in) 45.5
swing weight D1
club weight (g) 299
hand rh rh
shaft MIYAZAKI AX-1

model #3 #4 #5 #6
loft 18º 20º 23º 26º

lie angle 59.5º 60º 60.5º 61º

club length (in) 40.5 40 39.5 39
swing weight D0(S) C9(R)
club weight (g) 330 334 339 343
hand rh rh rh rh
shaft MIYAZAKI AX-1

model #4 #5 #6 #7 #8 #9 pw aw sw
loft 21º 23º 26º 29º 33º 38º 43º 49º 56º

lie angle 60.5º 61º 61.5º 62º 62.5º 63º 63.5º 63.5º 63.5º 
shaft GRAPHITE SPECS - MIYAZAKI AX-1
club length (in) 38.5º 38º 37.5º 37º 36.5º 36º 35.5º 35.5º 35.5º

swing weight
s D0 D0 D0 D0 D0 D0 D0 D1 D1
r C9 C9 C9 C9 C9 C9 C9 D0 D0

hand rh rh rh rh rh rh rh rh rh
shaft STEEL SPECS - N.S.PRO920GH D.S.T. FOR XXIO
club length (in) 38.5º 38º 37.5º 37º 36.5º 36º 35.5º 35.5º 35.5º

swing weight
s D1 D1 D1 D1 D1 D1 D1 D2 D2
r D0 D0 D0 D0 D0 D0 D0 D1 D1

hand rh rh rh rh rh rh rh rh rh
shaft MIYAZAKI AX-1

XXIO X-ÉKS HYBRIDS

model #3 #4 #5 #7
loft 15º 18º 20º

lie angle 58º 59º 59.5º

club length (in) 43 42 41.5
swing weight D1(S) D0(R)
club weight (g) 305 312 317
hand rh rh rh
shaft MIYAZAKI AX-1

Shaft Spec Flex
Length 
before 

cutting 
(inch)

Weight (g)
Torque Balance  

point Tip (mm) IFCbefore 
cutting

W#1 when 
installed

Miyazaki 
AX-1 W#1

S 46 50 47 4,9 MBP 8,50 4333
R 46 47 44 5,1 MBP 8,50 3222

Shaft Spec Flex
Length 
before 

cutting 
(inch)

Weight (g)
Torque Balance  

point Tip (mm) IFCbefore 
cutting

W#5 when 
installed

Miyazaki 
AX-1 FW

S 43 49 47 5,0 MBP 8,50 4333
R 43 45 43 5,2 MBP 8,50 3222

Shaft Spec Flex
Length 
before 

cutting 
(inch)

Weight (g)
Torque Balance  

point Tip (mm) IFCbefore 
cutting

HB#5 when 
installed

Miyazaki 
AX-1 HB

S 42 59 55 3,7 MBP 9,40 4333
R 42 55 51 3,9 MBP 9,40 3223

Shaft Spec Flex
Length 
before 

cutting 
(inch)

Weight (g)
Torque Balance  

point Tip (mm) IFCbefore 
cutting

I#6 when 
installed

Miyazaki 
AX-1 IRON

S 39 64 59 3,6 MBP 9,20 4344
R 39 62 57 3,8 MBP 9,20 3333

N.S. 
PRO920GH 
D.S.T. For 

XXIO

S 96 92 2,7

R 92 88 2,9

8.5º

rh





XXIO PRIME
Indulge in Distance

Revel in the luxury performance that comes only from 
our lightest equipment line. Designed singularly for those 
who do not swing fast, XXIO Prime works in tandem with 
your swing to produce high-launching shots that carry 
far and fly straight.

These clubs are light—remarkably light. Simply hold Prime 
in your hands and you feel a substantive difference from 
every other driver or iron you’ve owned. That light-as-air 
feeling fills you with confidence at address, making your 
swing seem immediately faster and easier.
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Experience the unprecedented speed and lightweight feel of XXIO prime. Designed to help you 

achieve a straight ball flight with enhanced distance, XXIO Prime is an indulgence in luxury 

performance crafted exclusively for your moderate swing speed.

KEY TECHNOLOGY

SUPER-TIX® PLUS TITANIUM CUP FACES
Forged from Super-TIX PLUS Titanium—a 
lightweight yet high-strength alloy—Cup 
Faces in Prime’s Driver and Woods greatly 
increase distance performance thanks to 
a hotter sweet spot.

UNPRECEDENTED LIGHTWEIGHT 
CONSTRUCTION
The SP-1000 Shaft, with TORAYCA® T1100G 
carbon fibre and NANOALLOY resin, 
weighs up to 36g. That, along with 
weight savings in the grip and club head, 
produces a driver that’s remarkably fast 
and easy to swing.

GROUNDBREAKING FORGIVENESS 
Weights low and deep in every wood plus 
two tungsten weights in each iron bring 
the centre of gravity low and deep for 
incredible forgiveness, a towering launch 
and straight ball flight.
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XXIO PRIME DRIVER

XXIO PRIME FAIRWAY WOODS

XXIO PRIME IRONS

model #3 #5 #7 #9
loft angle 15º 18º 21º 24º

lie angle 59º 60º 60.5º 61º

head weight (g) 202 211 216 221
head volume (cc) 188 175 158 144
length (in) 43.25 42.25 41.75 41.25
swing weight D2
club weight (g) 272 279 283 287
hand rh rh rh rh
shaft xxio prime sp-1000 graphite

model #5 #6 #7
loft 23º 26º 29º

lie angle 60.5º 61º 61.5º

head weight (g) 233 238 244
head volume (cc) 109 108 105
length (in) 39.75 39.25 38.75
swing weight D0
club weight (g) 318 322 327
hand rh rh rh
shaft xxio prime sp-1000 graphite

model 10.5º 11.5º

lie angle 60º

head weight (g) 185 
head volume (cc) 460
length (in) 46.5
swing weight D3
club weight (g) 250
hand rh rh
shaft xxio prime sp-1000 graphite

model #5 #6 #7 #8 #9 pw aw sw
loft angle 22º 25º 28º 32º 37º 42º 48º 56º

lie angle 61.5º 62º 62.5º 63º 63º 63.5º 63.5º 63.5º 
bounce angle 1º 1º 1º 2º 3º 4º 5º 12º

face progression (mm) 1.5 2 2 2 2.5 3.5 5 5
length (in) 38.25 37.75 37.25 36.75 36.25 35.75 35.75 35.75
swing weight C9 C9 C9 C9 C9 C9 D0 D0
club weight (g) 334 340 345 351 357 364 366 366
hand rh rh rh rh rh rh rh rh
shaft xxio prime sp-1000 graphite

XXIO PRIME HYBRIDS

Shaft Spec Flex
Length 
before 

cutting 
(inch)

Weight (g)
Torque Balance  

point Tip (mm) IFCbefore 
cutting

W#1 when 
installed

SP-1000
SR 46 41 38 6,5 MBP 9,0 3212
R 46 39 36 6,6 MBP 9,0 2212

R2 46 39 36 6,7 MBP 9,0 2112

Shaft Spec Flex
Length 
before 

cutting 
(inch)

Weight (g)
Torque Balance  

point Tip (mm) IFCbefore 
cutting

W#5 when 
installed

SP-1000
SR 43 42 39 6,3 MBP 9,0 3212
R 43 41 38 6,4 MBP 9,0 2212

R2 43 40 38 6,5 MBP 9,0 2112

Shaft Spec Flex
Length 
before 

cutting 
(inch)

Weight (g)
Torque Balance  

point Tip (mm) IFCbefore 
cutting

HB#5 when 
installed

SP-1000
SR 40,5 48 45 4,7 MBP 9,0 4212
R 40,5 47 44 4,8 MBP 9,0 3212

R2 40,5 46 43 4,9 MBP 9,0 3211

Shaft Spec Flex
Length 
before 

cutting 
(inch)

Weight (g)
Torque Balance  

point Tip (mm) IFCbefore 
cutting

I#6 when 
installed

SP-1000
SR 39 51 47 3,8 MBP 10,0 4311
R 39 49 45 3,9 MBP 10,0 3311

R2 39 48 44 4 MBP 10,0 3211
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shaft: xxio prime re sp-1000k graphite driver shaft

grip: xxio prime re driver grip

SPECIFICATIONS

DRIVER

FAIRWAY WOODS

HYBRIDS

IRONS

shaft: xxio prime re sp-1000k graphite wood shaft

grip: xxio prime re wood grip

SPECIFICATIONS

SPECIFICATIONS

shaft: xxio prime re sp-1000k graphite hybrid shaft

grip: xxio prime re hybrid grip

SPECIFICATIONS

shaft: xxio prime re sp-1000k graphite iron shaft

grip: xxio prime re iron grip
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DRIVER

FAIRWAY WOODS

shaft: xxio prime re sp-1000k graphite driver shaft

shaft: xxio prime re sp-1000k graphite wood shaft

grip: xxio prime re driver grip

grip: xxio prime re wood grip

SPECIFICATIONS

SPECIFICATIONS

SPECIFICATIONS

shaft: xxio prime re sp-1000k graphite hybrid shaft

grip: xxio prime re hybrid grip

HYBRIDS

SPECIFICATIONS

IRONS
shaft: xxio prime re sp-1000k graphite iron shaft

grip: xxio prime re iron grip
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XXIO PUTTER
Forged, Milled, Perfection

Milled from a single billet of forged 303 stainless 
steel, the new XXIO putter offers an extremely 
stable putting platform with exceptionally 
premium feel.

Tungsten weights in the toe and heel expand 
MOI for more stability and more consistency on 
the green. Combined with superb soft feel, XXIO 
Putters are top of the line, premium offerings 
that bring undeniable wow factor to your bag.

• Fully Milled
• Tungsten weights for increased MOI
• Forged 303 Stainless Steel
• Available in a Mid-Mallet shape
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XXIO GOLF BALLS
Crafted for Your Game

A truly premium ball offering for moderate swing speed 
golfers is anomalous, making the new XXIO Golf Balls 
unique in the marketplace and by far your ideal choice.

XXIO Eleven and XXIO X Golf Balls are uncommonly soft. 
In fact, they reduce the shock of impact for enhanced 
comfort on all shots and because they spin far less off 
the tee than tour balls, they boost your distance and 
fly remarkably straight.
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XXIO PREMIUM GOLD
GOLF BALLS

We specially engineered the new XXIO Eleven golf ball to deliver 

maximum performance for golfers who swing below 90mph, 

making these an ideal choice for most XXIO players.

º Extremely soft feel

º Max distance for moderate swing speeds

º Premium 3-piece construction

º FastLayer Core for distance and feel

º Available in white, Yellow, Pink 

 and Mixed (white, pink, yellow, orange)

º COMPRESSION: 70

XXIO X golf balls deliver maximum distance and enhanced 

greenside spin for stronger golfers who swing faster than 

90mph.

º Soft feel

º Max distance for faster swing speeds

º Premium 3-piece construction

º FastLayer Core for distance and feel

º Spin Skin with SeRM for greenside spin

º Available in white and lime yellow

º COMPRESSION: 80

XXIO ELEVEN GOLF BALLS
Ideal for Moderate Swing Speeds

XXIO X GOLF BALLS
Ideal for Faster Swing Speeds

º Core : Fastlayer Core Technology

º Cover : Highly Resilient and Soft Ionomer Cover

º Dimple : 338 Speed Dimple Pattern

º Mid : Highly resilient mid-layer

º Compression : 62
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XXIO ACCESSORIES

XXIO PREMIUM 
WATERPROOF CART BAG

º 4.5kg
º 15 ways top - unique organization space to keep club organized
º Insulated cooler pocket
º Waterproof fabric body 
º 6 Welded water proof zipper pockets includes 2 valuable velvet lined
º Integrated cart strap holder 
º 1 Magnetic closure accessories pocket
º 1 Removable ball pocket
º Detachable water bottle bag and small pouch 
º Oversize Outer putter tube
º Cart lock bottom base 
º Colours : Black 

XXIO LIMITED EDITION 
CADDY BAG

º 3.3kg
º Material : Exclusive Kimono Japanese Jacquard Fabric 
º 5 ways top 
º 7 zipper pockets 
º 1 magnetic closure with extent spacing 
º Colours : Black

XXIO STAFF BAG

º 4kg
º 5 ways top 
º 100% Sythetic PU 
º 10 convinent zipper pockets
º 1 removable panel for customization logo 
º Impiration with staff bag concept 
º Heat emboss with TPU logo side panel 
º Metal umbrella ring 
º Colours : White/Navy
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XXIO HYBRID
CART BAG

º 3.65kg
º 15 ways top with full length dividers
º Top has two integarted lift -assist handles & integrated 
   putter compartment
º Material Synthetic PU + Water repellent Polyester
º Insulated cooler pocket
º 2 welded waterproof zip pockets with 1 valauble velvet lined
º 1 Magnetic closure accessories pocket with soft velvet lining
º 1 Removable ball pocket
º 6 convenient zipper pockets
º Hidden umbrella containment
º Scord Card holder
º Pen and divot tool sleeves
º PU belt umbrella holder with Pin buckle fasten
º Colours : Black, Charcoal/Grey

XXIO PREMIUM
CART BAG

º 4.2kg
º 15 way top with full length dividers
º Top has two integarted lift -assist handles & integrated putter compartment 
º High density waterproof polyester 
º Integrated cart strap holder 
º Insulated cooler pocket
º 6 Welded water proof zipper pockets includes 2 valaubale velvet lined
º 1 Magnetic closure accessories pocket
º 1 Removable ball pocket
º Detachable water bottle bag and small pouch 
º Cart lock bottom base
º Colours : Navy/Gold, Grey/Red

XXIO STAND BAG

º 3.7kg 
º 5 ways top 
º Material Sythetic PU + Water Repellant Polyester
º 4 convenient zipper pockets 
º 1 Valuable pocket with velvet lined
º Cooler bottle pocket 
º Removable front pocket 
º Dual comfortable adjustable shoulder strap 
º Colours : White/Navy
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XXIO HYBRID 
LADIES CART BAG

º 3.65kg
º 15 ways top with full length dividers
º Top has two integarted lift -assist handles & integrated putter compartment
º Material Synthetic PU + Water repellent Polyester
º Insulated cooler pocket
º 2 welded waterproof zip pockets with 1 valauble velvet lined
º 1 Magnetic closure accessories pocket with soft velvet lining
º 1 Removable ball pocket
º 6 convenient zipper pockets
º Hidden umbrella containment
º Scord Card holder
º Pen and divot tool sleeves
º PU belt umbrella holder with Pin buckle fasten
º Colours : White, Purple/Grey

XXIO PREMIUM
LADIES CART BAG

º 3.80kg
º 15 ways top with full length dividers
º Top has two integarted lift -assist handles & integrated putter compartment
º Material is Synthetic PU + Water repellent Polyester
º 4 zipper pocket with 1 valauble velvet lined
º 1 Magnetic closure accessories pocket 
º Detachable water bottle bag and ladies pouch 
º PU belt umbrella holder with Pin buckle fasten
º Name tag holder 
º Large metal towel ring
º Cart Lock bottom base 
º Colours : White, Navy/Orange
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PREMIUM MENS CAP

º Relaxed lightweight 
construction

º Performance polyester
º Breathable moisture wicking 

fabric 
º 3D LOGO WITH RED TRIM
º Colours: Black, White, Navy

PREMIUM WOMENS
VISOR

º Low Crown design
º Performance Polyester
º Size 56cm (s/m)
º Colours: White, Corail

XXIO UMBRELLA 
ANTI UV

º UV Protection 
º 62”
º Double Canopy
º Innovative handle
º Colours: Black

XXIO BAG TOWEL

º Tri Fold Towel
º 16”x21”
º Cotton Velour Material 
º Colours: Black, Electric Blue, 

Gold, Blue, Silver, Purple

XXIO ALL WEATHER GLOVE

º designed with a focus on grip pressure
º Excellent Fit: Combination of soft synthetic leather and elastic material 

offers comfortable feel reducing tightness.
º Strong Grip: Silicone print on palm side allow golfers to increase grip 

pressure. Suede synthetic leather has excellent absorbency, helping golfers 
to maintain grip regardless of rain and sweat.

º Lady : S, M, ML, L

AVAILABLE FOR LADIES

Size Men : S, M, ML, L, XL

available in Sept 2020






